
From flat and safe - to vibrant and daring!
For a number of years we have been smothered in a flat, albeit clean  
design landscape - which has definitely stood the test of time,  
however 2018 will be the year that we see a shift in attitudes toward 
what we at Myadd call ‘safe’ design.

We predict that alongside the ever popular minimalism and 
simplification trends, there will be some newer vibrant spins on older 
techniques - ensuing a daring mix of bold, vibrant, and detailed 
harmony puréed amongst contemporary flair.

Below is a shortlist of expected trends that will emerge this year, some 
old favourites, others an extension on current techniques. 
Feast on a handful of the trends we think will be front and centre for 
2018.

Responsive logos
The minimalisation and responsive design of logos continues into 
2018. As more and more people switch to mobile devices as their 
primary browsing medium, logos have to continually adapt to to suit 
these devices, 2018 is no exception.  

(https://99designs.com.au/blog/trends/graphic-design-trends-2018/)

Intersecting Elements
To give you that same feel as bold typography. The use of elements 
overlapping enhances your perspective and shows confidence.
2017 began experimenting in this space, 2018 will continue this 
evolution, pushing boundaries a little further.

(https://digitalsynopsis.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/digital-graphic-design-trends-2018-

infographic.jpg)

Gradients
Have you noticed gradients slowly creeping into everyday life? Some 
people call them colour transitions, whatever you call them, they are  
sliding into 2018 in bright, bold and vivid compositions - and they 
look great!! Texture and shape will dictate the success of your gradients 
this year, one way or another it certainly will catch your eye!

(https://www.behance.net/gallery/60273889/2018-Design-Trends)

Creative typography
Creative typography continues to place itself in the limelight year after 
year. 2018 is definitely not going to spoil the creative typographers 
party.  There are so many outcomes achieveable with just the use of 
shapes and letter form, throw a subtle texture or graphic in the mix and 
there is virtually no limit to the creative, and eye catching outcomes 
possible.

Authentic photography
At aut lant, totae arumet dolut quo volo venet rem quideli cipsunt 
am ut labor maximai oratur aut porerisciume aliquame nienis audae 
nem aut quidi quaspe cum as sint doluptur, si dolupta cus anducias 
quas moluptasit abore, vollabo rporerum fugias et hilibus animusa 
perspediosam aut que porecearumet quam volecepudi cuptae. Name 
consequia ipidest incturi buscienim velit anda cumqui ad min cum 
quo eius.
Offic tecaept uremquam, sum ipsunto quia nis plitatem qui adi inimi, 
quasit, consequo qui volut esciliqui voles aut ad q

Highly-detailed vintage
At aut lant, totae arumet dolut quo volo venet rem quideli cipsunt 
am ut labor maximai oratur aut porerisciume aliquame nienis audae 
nem aut quidi quaspe cum as sint doluptur, si dolupta cus anducias 
quas moluptasit abore, vollabo rporerum fugias et hilibus animusa 
perspediosam aut que porecearumet quam volecepudi cuptae. Name 
consequia ipidest incturi buscienim velit anda cumqui ad min cum 
quo eius.
Offic tecaept uremquam, sum ipsunto quia nis plitatem qui adi inimi, 
quasit, consequo qui volut esciliqui voles aut ad q


